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Abstract

The Asset Recovery Center (PPA), the Republic of Indonesia General Attorney’s unit is responsible for ensuring asset recovery in Indonesia supported by an integrated system that is effective, efficient, transparent and accountable, by tracing, securing, maintaining, seizing, and returning assets of criminal acts of corruption handled by the Prosecutor’s Office. However, the number of asset recovery due to corruption in the PPA remains small, and the current implementation is only done after a court decision, even though asset tracking should be done before the verdict. In addition, the urgency of its existence remains questionable, given its scope is almost equal to the Labuksi KPK and Rupbasan at the Ministry of Law and Human Rights, which indirectly creates a tug of war between the law enforcement units. Therefore, using a normative juridical approach and data obtained directly through library research and interview, this paper found the importance of establishing a PPA for the Prosecutor’s Office related to its duties and functions, as described in the Law and other regulations in the recovery of assets resulting from corruption, which does have a different position from the Labuksi KPK and Rupbasan. This paper also discusses the steps that must be taken by the Prosecutor’s PPA to optimize the work of the Prosecutor’s PPA so that assets resulting from corruption can be recovered quickly, effectively and transparently.
Optimization of the Role of Asset Recovery Center (PPA) of the Attorney-General’s Office...

The phenomenon of corruption in Indonesia is increasingly unstoppable, spreading like a virus that undermines all parties from various circles, including the Government itself. The rise of these criminal acts directly or indirectly harms State finances while at the same time harming the people. This is a challenge for the Government to make every effort to prevent and eradicate it. These various forms of corruption continue to pervade and undermine the country’s finances and become a parasite. To that end, Indonesia ratified the UNCAC (United Nations Convention against Corruption) on April 18, 2006, with Law no 7 of 2006. The regulation was strengthened by the United Nations through the Convention Against Transnational Organized Crime (UNTOC) which included corruption as Organized Crime or transnational organized crime and had been ratified and enacting by Indonesia through Law No. 5 of 2009.1

However, to date, the Government’s efforts do not necessarily reduce the level of corruption crime by referring to the arguments of political experts. The latter pursed the view that corruption is very worrying and a challenging for every country today, especially for

---

1 Mardjono Reksodiputro, Perenungan Perjalanan Reformasi Hukum, (Jakarta: Komisi Hukum Nasional Republik Indonesia, 2013), p.316.
Indonesia. That is because the sanctions given to perpetrators, imprisonment, are considered to be not yet effective enough in combating corruption crimes.

The classic ways to recover state losses from corrupt acts by confiscating and seizing corrupt assets if the verdicts of corruptors have permanent legal force have proven ineffective in fighting corruption. In addition to robbing corruptors’ assets cannot be done arbitrarily, there must be a reversal of the burden of proof outlined in Article 37 A and Article 38 B of Law Number 20 the Year 2001 Concerning Amendments to Law Number 31 of 1999 Concerning Eradication of Corruption. However, this method was deemed unsuccessful because it had to go through the same complicated legal processes and stages; another way to fight corruption is needed.

An alternative that can be used to combat corruption is to impoverish corruptors, that is, how to get corruptors to lose their assets that are assumed to originate from the results of corrupt acts (proceeds of crime). Considering that, according to Mardjono Reksodiputro, corruption is categorized as a transnational organized crime, that can be justified using unusual methods in investigating criminal acts.

Not only by seizing assets of corrupt assets, because deprivation, according to the Criminal Code is an additional crime so that legal proceedings and proof are needed first before confiscation can be carried out. Therefore, law enforcement officials have begun to change the paradigm in combating crime, which is from efforts to punish the perpetrators of crime to how to recover state assets lost from the act (asset recovery). By using the concept of Stolen Asset Recovery Non-
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2 The urgency and challenges referred to here because corruption has undermined the good Government towards its policies, processing resources, and also harming the private sector.


4 Mardjono Reksodiputro, Perenungan Perjalanan Reformasi Hukum, p. 316.

5 Without being confiscated; basically, assets-cruptors cannot be confiscated. Efforts should be made to ensure that law enforcement tools are more agile in looking for “hidden assets”, otherwise corruptors will remain “profitable”. What about announcing more widely the LHK-PN of a state official charged with corruption? It is expected that there will be a whistleblower who gives the Prosecutor the existence of “hidden assets”. Mardjono Reksodiputro, Perenungan Perjalanan Reformasi Hukum, p. 328.
Conviction Based Asset Forfeiture,\textsuperscript{6} based on the concept of asset recovery contained in the United Nations Convention Against Corruption (UNCAC), which has been ratified by Law No. 7 of 2006, can be interpreted as the recovery of assets that have been stolen through the confiscation of assets without punishment.

Asset recovery is a process of handling assets resulting from crime carried out in an integrated manner at each stage of law enforcement, so that the value of these assets can be maintained and fully returned to victims of crime, including to the state. Asset recovery also includes all preventive measures to keep the value of the asset from diminishing.\textsuperscript{7}

The eradication of white-collar crime, one of which is a criminal act of corruption is not only enough to punish the perpetrators but must be balanced with efforts to cut the flow of the results of these crimes. By seizing the proceeds of crime, it is expected that the offender will lose the motivation to commit or continue the actions because the aim to enjoy the proceeds of crime will be in vain.\textsuperscript{8}

As regulated in Law Number 31 of 1999 in conjunction with Law Number 20 of 2001 concerning corruption, the return of assets resulting from corruption is good through the civil procedure in civil lawsuits and criminal procedure. Asset recovery from the perpetrators of corruption through a civil lawsuit is regulated according to the provisions of Article 32, Article 33 and Article 34 and Article 38C of Law Number 31 of 1999 in conjunction with Law Number 20 of 2001. Then through the criminal procedure, as regulated in Article 38 paragraph (5), Article 38 paragraph (6) and Article 38B paragraph (2), the confiscation and seizure process is stipulated. The provisions as mentioned above authorize the State Attorney to file a civil claim to the convicted and/or heirs at the level of investigation, prosecution or


examination at a court hearing. The legislation policy has been strengthened by the Government by compiling the draft of the 2012 Criminal Asset Seizure Draft Bill.

With asset recovery, it is hoped that it can have a deterrent effect on the perpetrators of corruption because recovery aims to serve the perpetrator's relationship with the assets owned from the proceeds of the crime by seizing the assets. This will make the criminal think twice about committing corruption, because if it is found, not only corporal punishment will be imposed, but their assets can also be confiscated.

Related to this, law enforcers have begun to look for alternative solutions by aggressively eradicating corruption through asset recovery. One of them is the Corruption Eradication Commission (KPK), an institution formed in 2003 to tackle and eradicate corruption in Indonesia. At the end of 2013, Asset Tracking, Evidence Management and Execution working unit (Labuksi) was formed, which was based on the results of an inventory of all cases that have obtained decisions that have permanent legal force, but have not been executed. Finally, Labuksi was formed so that the management of the evidence is focused and can be recovered. Article 16 paragraph (1) of the KPK Regulation No. 01 of 2015 concerning the Organization and Work Procedure of the KPK, it plays a role in the field of asset tracking, evidence management, and execution of court decisions that have permanent legal force (in kracht). Then they have a special task, which is to track down corrupt assets that are deliberately removed, hidden, or disguised.

---

Previously, the Ministry of Law and Human Rights, which used to be the Department of Justice, had a Rupbasan unit, a place to store and manage objects confiscated by the State for the judicial process. Since the stipulation of the Decree of the Minister of Justice of the Republic of Indonesia Number M.04.PR.07.03 of 1985 concerning the Organization and Work Procedures of State Prisoners and State Confiscated Objects Storage Houses, on September 20, 1985, there are 35 Class I Rupbasan and 175 Class II Rupbasan.

Although it does not specifically have the task of recovering assets, such as Labuksi, Rupbasan is in accordance with Article 44 paragraph (1) of RI Law No. 8 of 1981 concerning KUHAP which states that confiscated objects are kept in the home of confiscated state property, which is further stipulated in Article 27 paragraph (1) Government Regulation No. 27 of 1983 concerning the implementation of the Criminal Procedure Code mentioned that the Rupbasan places objects that must be stored for evidence in the examination at the level of investigation, prosecution, and examination at a court hearing, including goods declared seized based on a judge’s decision. Its existence is very important for the storage of confiscated goods and spoils from the results of criminal acts of corruption.13

With this history, asset recovery that has begun to be carried out by the Government has become raw again. Whether the asset recovery unit established by law enforcer carry out its duties properly or it has the same fate as the Indonesian Bank Restructuring Agency (BPPN). Especially in 2014, the Indonesian Attorney General’s Office formed not only that things, but also formed an institution that specifically returned and restored State assets, Indonesian Bank Restructuring Agency (BPPN). This institution was established based on Presidential Decree Number 27 of 1998 and began its work on February 27 1999.

Due to its unsatisfactory performance, during the reign of Megawati Soekarno Putri, this institution was dissolved on February 27, 2004 based on Presidential Decree Number 15 of 2004 concerning Termination of Duties and Disbanding of BPPN. The dissolution of this ad hoc institution will have significant implications for the overall

restructuring system of national banks. The Indonesian Attorney General’s PPA, whose role is to carry out asset recovery activities, provide assistance and coordinate and ensure that each stage of asset recovery can be integrated and run well in order to realize good governance. Will this formation be implied either in the future, or will it be the next collapse considering that the authority possessed is almost the same as the authority of Rupbasan and the Labuksi.

Based on the Regulation of the Attorney General of the Republic of Indonesia Number: Per-006/A/JA/3/2014 dated March 20, 2014 Regarding Amendments to the Regulation of the Attorney General of the Republic of Indonesia Number: PER-009/A/JA/01/2011 Regarding the Organization and Work Procedures of the Prosecutor’s Office Republic of Indonesia, the PPA has been formed as the Prosecutor’s work unit responsible for ensuring the optimal recovery of assets in Indonesia with an integrated asset recovery system in an effective, efficient, transparent and accountable manner and with values which are implanted as a guideline for the human resources of PPA, namely passion (working with enthusiasm and wholeheartedly), trust (trustworthiness), integrity (having and maintaining integrity), discipline, and globally (thinking and working globally).

PPA and Labuksi have the same concentration of tracking down and recovering corrupt assets. Meanwhile, Rupbasan was not specifically established for asset recovery, but its function is similar, namely, processing and storing assets. The urgency of the existence of these units is a big question, especially the PPA of the Prosecutor’s Office that has the same duties and functions as the KPK’s Labuksi for asset recovery. Considering that the Labuksi has been formed in advance and according to Law Number 30 of 2002 concerning the Corruption Eradication Commission, the KPK is a commission that is specifically created and becomes the coordinator in eradicating corruption.

Therefore, the question arises about what is the urgency of the Prosecutor’s Office in establishing PPA in asset recovery in corruption cases regarding judges’ decisions that seek to impose additional crimes in the form of payment of substitute money. However, it always clashes with the economic situation of convicts who are unable to pay off the replacement money. As a result, the criminal substitute money as an asset recovery effort is subsidized with imprisonment, so the judge’s
decision cannot realize the hope of achieving economic justice, and who has the authority to become a central unit (leader) in asset recovery? The existence of PPA, which was formed after the Labuksi of the KPK and Rupbasan at the Ministry of Law and Human Rights, has caused a tug-of-war and competition for authority in terms of asset recovery because both the Prosecutor’s Office and the Corruption Eradication Commission have the authority to eradicate corruption in Indonesia. Especially, to date, the role of PPA in the recovery of assets resulting from criminal acts of corruption has not been optimal.

PPA is currently considered only working in the downstream position, and only working after there is an execution. Whereas the purpose of establishing PPA, as explained earlier, is to not only work downstream but also from the upstream. So, even though there has been no case yet, PPA should have identified its target candidate, identified assets that could be secured or frozen.

Moreover, the existence of PPA raises its polemic among law enforcers because there is a tug of authority with other law enforcement agencies that have units with the same scope. The author hopes that PPA can become an integrated Asset Recovery System and can increase the effectiveness of asset recovery activities and coordination with national and international networks in combating and eradicating corruption.

Therefore, by using a normative juridical approach and data sources obtained directly through library research and interviews, this paper will discuss the urgency of the existence PPA in Indonesia. In this case, there should be the central unit (leader) in asset recovery corruption and how is the practice of coordinating PPA with Rupbasan and Labuksi in the recovery of assets resulting from corruption. This needs to find out the urgency of the existence of PPA in Indonesia, given the existence of the Labuction and Ministry of Law and Human Rights’ Rupbasan which has the same scope, knowing and assessing who is the right to be a central unit (leader) in recovering assets from
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corruption in Indonesia and knowing the form Coordination of the PPA of the Prosecutor’s Office with the Rupbasan and Labuksi whether it has been running to date and as a study material for cooperation in asset recovery.

Asset Recovery

Asset recovery is one of the efforts to eradicate corruption because it is considered as a powerful method compared to classical punishment, so that an authorized institution is needed to carry out the asset recovery. Among the sub-systems in the Criminal Justice System (SPP), law enforcer is considered as an appropriate sub-system to recover assets.

This can be seen from its function from the pre-trial stage is the initial stage of the process of examining criminal cases or the stage before a court hearing, the scope of which includes the initial investigation and investigation stages in which there are acts of determining the suspect, detention, arrest, search, confiscation, application of the article alleged, and letter checks. Simply stated, these actions are said to be forced efforts because of their coercive nature and limit a person’s freedom to his freedom, property and privacy.¹⁶ This pre-trial stage ends with the submission of case files by the Investigator to the Public Prosecutor, then continues to the adjudication stage, namely prosecution or examination in court. So, if in the trial hearing, the judge believes that confiscation is necessary, the judge then needs to issue a decree ordering the Public Prosecutor that the Investigator seize the object.¹⁷ Next, is the post-adjudication stage, which is a criminal decision that has been handed down by a judge, including ordinary and extraordinary legal efforts, including seizing assets that have permanent legal force.

This can be seen from a number of criminal law regulations that state the institution or sub-system authorized to carry out all stages of seizure until confiscation after a decision of permanent legal force is law enforcement, starting from Law No. 31 of 1999 as amended to Law No. 20 2001 concerning the eradication of criminal acts of corruption

described in Article 30. Then in Law No. 8 of 2010 concerning the prevention and eradication of the crime of money laundering described in Article 81. These provisions are also explained further in Article 36 of Chapter III of UNCAC and also explained in Article 54 paragraph (1a) of the UNCAC. The submission is to use MLA, which is a forum to request assistance from other countries to carry out investigations, prosecutions and examinations of cases involving two or more countries recommended by UNCAC.18

Law No. 35 of 2009 concerning narcotics also explains the authority of law enforcers in confiscating goods resulting from narcotics crimes contained in Article 91. This is also contained in the UNODC Asset Recovery Network Directory regulation which explains if the members of each country are composed of law enforcers. It is also explained in the International Anti-Corruption Coordination Center (IACCC) which brought together specialist law enforcement officers from various institutions around the world to eradicate corruption. Actions that might fall into this category include bribery of public officials, embezzlement, misuse of functions, and laundering of proceeds of crime.

The rules of various criminal law rules, confiscation, and seizure of goods require law enforcement authority. In fact, international asset recovery organizations also consist of law enforcers who play a role in asset recovery, which is also strengthened at the UNCAC as an anti-corruption convention, which promotes asset recovery also explains the need for authorities in this case law enforcement agencies to seize and confiscate assets as efforts to eradicate corruption.19 Thus, the authors consider that the sub-system that is considered appropriate to act as an asset recovery institution is a law enforcer. In this case, the authors limit between Labuksi, PPA and Rupbasan.

19 Tim Penyusunan Naskah Akademik tentang Perampasan Aset Tindak Pidana, Laporan Akhir Naskah Akademik Rancangan Undang-Undang tentang Perampasan Aset Tindak Pidana (Jakarta: Kementerian Hukum dan Hak Asasi Manusia Republik Indonesia, 2012), p. 78.
The urgency of Establishment of Corruption Criminal Asset Recovery Institution

Law Number 5 of 1991 concerning the Attorney General of the Republic of Indonesia as amended to Law Number 16 of 2004 concerning the Attorney General of the Republic of Indonesia explained that the AGO kejaksaan is an institution that has a central position with a strategic role in strengthening the nation’s resilience. Therefore, as a law enforcement agency, it is universally the central institution in the criminal law enforcement and controlling the case process (*dominus liti*), which has the duty and responsibility to coordinate or control investigations, carry out prosecutions and carry out the decision of a judge who has permanent legal force (inkracht van gewijsde), and has the responsibility and authority for all confiscated evidence both in the prosecution stage for the purpose of substantiating the case, as well as for the purpose of execution.\(^\text{20}\) Based on the description above, the Prosecutor’s Office has pro justitia authority (for justice) to move at three levels, namely investigation, prosecution (including delegation of evidence and control of assets during the execution (execution authority) and management authority.\(^\text{21}\)

Although KPK is an institution specifically formed to eradicate corruption and act as a coordinator, the Prosecutor’s Office with its authority as a sub-system in the Criminal Justice System also has a role in eradicating corruption. Therefore, the Prosecutor’s Office indirectly has the authority to manage and recover assets of criminal acts, especially corruption.

There is a need to settle arrears on booty and replacement money and receivables from BPK amounting to 14 trillion in 2014, and the need for organizations to combat corruption.\(^\text{22}\) The Indonesian Attorney General’s Office has formed a unit whose main focus is to recover assets, namely the Asset Recovery Center (PPA).\(^\text{23}\) PPA must


continue to work on the performance of the Task Force and Expropriated and Confiscated Execution (Satgassus) which was formed in 2010 by the Attorney General. In some cases, Satgassus still has weaknesses, that the agency is only given the authority to work downstream in the criminal justice process and only executes court decisions which have permanent power. The limited authority possessed has hampered the handling and data collection of assets in the upstream part (investigation and prosecution). Referring to the need to increase the authority of Satgassus, and based on the regulations examined, including Presidential Regulation No. 39/2010: Attorney General Regulation No. PER-009/A/JA/01/2011: Regulation of the Minister of Finance No. 96/PMK.06/2007 it is possible to form a permanent work unit within the Central structure.

Although the scope of work of KPK’s Labuksi has similarities with PPA, according to the Head of PPA of Foreign Countries, Banu Laksmana, the execution function is still held by the Prosecutor’s Office in restoring assets resulting from corruption, at the same time, in the KPK Law there is no execution authority. This is explained in Article 39 paragraph (3) of Law No. 30 of 1999 as amended to Law No. 20 of 2001 concerning Eradication of Corruption, which states “Investigators, investigators, and public prosecutors who are employees of the Corruption Eradication Commission, suspended from the police and prosecutors office while serving as an employee of the Corruption Eradication Commission “. Thus, the task of the executor or Prosecutor in the Corruption Eradication Commission is only seconded and remains attached to the institution of origin, in this case, the Prosecutor’s Office. In addition, the duties and authority possessed by the Prosecutor’s Office as dominus litis, make it possible to execute all criminal acts, including corruption. Therefore, PPA is important to be formed to eradicate corruption by recovering assets resulting from criminal acts of corruption.

With total assets recovered in 2018 of IDR 53,649,400,795, only around Rp IDR 35,545,462,000.00 originating from criminal acts of

---


25 Interview with Banu Laksmana, Head of PPA of Foreign Countries, in RI Attorney General’s PPA Building, January 18 2019.
corruption. This acquisition is very lower compared to 2015, which reached Rp. 69,670,375,085.09, which consists of Determination of Use Status (PSP) in the form of the use of state booty, booty through auction sales and sale of booty and criminal acts of corruption.

Asset recovery results by the PPA are classified as fluctuating, sometimes of great value sometimes small. With the average assets that were mostly recovered came from PSP and cases handled by pidsus. This achievement is not yet optimal given the authority and task functions of the Public Prosecutor’s Office, with all the legal basis that supports it. According to the Head of PPA Abroad Recovery of Assets Abroad, this is because PPA has not worked in the whole process of asset recovery stages, which according to Perja No. 27 of 2014 concerning the Asset Recovery Guidelines consist of five stages previously mentioned. However, PPA is involved in the last stage, namely, asset recovery. Therefore, PPA has not worked as it should from upstream to downstream but only from downstream. This is due to the lack of synergy between the Pidsus Prosecutor’s Office and the Prosecutor’s PPA, considering that Pidsus is a prosecutor investigating corruption cases.

The duties, functions, scope and great authority possessed by the PPA have been disastrous. Because many prosecutors who should have served as executors of recovering assets at the PPA but were exposed to cases. One of them is the case of the former head of PPA for the period 2014-2015, Chuck Suryosumpeno who was caught for the case of settling Hendra Rahardja’s assets in 2012. Chuck was sued during the Attorney General Prasetyo’s term and dismissed as Maluku High Prosecutor’s Office (Kajati) because the process of selling Hendra’s assets was not in accordance with procedures. Not only Chuck, a number of prosecutors employed at PPA is also caught in many cases and brought to justice even after they are no longer serving at PPA.

This raises many questions, whether the policies or broad scope of the PPA makes many prosecutors forget themselves until finally caught up in a case. With this fact, is the policy and authority possessed by the PPA of the Prosecutor’s Office to be blamed? As well as whether it is

necessary to optimize the PPA given the many cases that arise and ensnare the Prosecutor. So that although the current performance is less than optimal, the current role makes PPA more appropriate to work after downstream or after adjudication.

In addition, according to Paku Utama, the existence of regulatory disparities has made PPA performance not optimal. The Prosecutor has been educated from the beginning to have a mindset of the main objective of conducting an investigation is to arrest the suspect described in Article 1 paragraph (2) of the Criminal Procedure Code. It states, “a series of investigative actions in terms of and according to the manner stipulated in this Law to search for and collect evidence which with that evidence makes clear about the crime that occurred and to find the suspect.” Therefore, training and competency enhancement are needed for prosecutors to change the mindset from looking for suspects to finding assets to recover.

**Leader (Centre) of Asset Recovery**

PPA currently has a position as an observer at CARIN (Camden Asset Recovery Inter-Agency Network) will also have an asset recovery secure data system (ARSSYS) in 2019. This system will facilitate the performance of PPA in recovering assets because each stage will be digitally inputted by the Prosecutor at Pidsus when resolving corruption cases. PPA will oversee the recovery of assets from the initial stages and will have up to date information. This application also, according to Paku Utama as a developer, can also strengthen the position of PPA in the recovery of assets resulting from corruption in the future. Law enforcers in Indonesia, both the Prosecutors’ Office KPK formed a unit whose task and function is to recover assets resulting from corruption. Previously, the Ministry of Law and Human Rights had established Rupbasan as a place to maintain assets resulting from criminal acts.

However, the existence of these units caused a debate about who deserves to be a leader (center) to recover assets resulting from criminal acts of corruption. Bearing in mind either the Attorney General’s Office, the KPK and the Ministry of Law and Human Rights have the basis and authority to become a leader (center) of asset recovery. The Prosecutor’s Office in the Criminal Code has a position as the center of an integrated criminal justice system that has the task of *dominus litis* in
investigating all criminal acts including corruption. While the KPK was formed specifically as a coordinator according to Law No. 30 of 1999 as amended to Law No. 20 of 2001 to eradicate the results of criminal acts of corruption.

The Asset Recovery Center does not only recover assets within the Republic of Indonesia Attorney’s Office, but can receive and carry out asset recovery from other Ministries/Institutions with the approval of the Indonesian Attorney General. This is the great authority of the Prosecutor’s Office compared to other agencies such as the Ministry of Law and Human Rights as the holder of the Central Authority function which only carries out administrative functions that are not directly involved in law enforcement practices. With the scope of assets obtained directly or indirectly from criminal offenses including those which have been granted or converted into personal wealth, other people or corporations, found items, state assets controlled by unauthorized parties and other assets based on the Law is compensation for victims or to those entitled to.

Several steps are carried out in asset recovery activities that begin from tracking assets to discovering and knowing the origin and whereabouts of assets, securing assets to prevent assets from changing hands to other parties, maintaining assets to preserve the integrity of assets, confiscation of assets to separate rights to assets based on court decisions. In addition, the return of assets to the victim/owner who has the right to be preceded by the transfer. With these duties and authorities, PPA is considered to be a leader (center) in asset recovery, even though its performance must continue to be optimized in carrying out its duties and functions.

Rupbasan’s authority to maintain and manage goods is only limited. Not all items can be deposited with Rupbasan, although the Criminal Procedure Code is not further explained regarding this matter.

---


However, in practice Rupbasan’s authority is only to store and manage goods that can be presented before the trial.\(^{30}\) Therefore, despite having authority related to assets, the authority of Labuction and Rupbas is not greater than the Prosecutor’s Office. The Prosecutor’s Office can handle all cases of all types of criminal acts, including corruption both those handled by the Prosecutor’s Office and other state departments. Although the current condition of PPA is not optimal and has not been integrated with all other Attorney General units or work units.

Besides because of the authority of the Prosecutor’s Office, the results of the FGD on the Asset Seizure Bill held in November 2018; the author considers that the PPA is considered to have the authority as the leader (center) of asset recovery of all criminal acts including corruption with their position, duties and functions, according to the Law, either the Prosecutor’s position in the Criminal Code, Law No. 16 of 2014 and the Asset Seizure Bill.

**Coordination between Asset Recovery Units**

Each unit must work optimally and be able to carry out their duties and functions properly and there must be good mutual coordination between them. Coordination between SPPs can complement each other because each unit must have weakness, and need other expertise in recovering assets of many kinds and disclosing them.\(^{31}\)

However, unfortunately, to date, there has been no coordination between the PPA, the Labuction and Rupbasan. The three of them carry out their duties and functions according to the Law without involving each other to assist in recovering assets resulting from criminal acts of corruption.

Not only working as an asset recovery unit, the PPA should also coordinate with the Directorate General of State Assets (DJKN) of the Ministry of Finance based on Article 1037 of the Minister of Finance Regulation number 184/pmk.01/2010 concerning the organization and work procedures of the finance ministry which has the task of

\(^{30}\) Article 40 of Law No. 30 of 1999 as amended to Law No. 20 of 2001 concerning Eradication of Corruption.

\(^{31}\) Interview with Mardjono Reksodiputro, Dosen Universitas Salemba, on Optimization of the Asset Recovery Center in Asset Recovery of Results of Corruption Funds, February 26, 2019.
formulating and implementing policy and technical standardization in the field of State assets, State receivables and auctions.

Therefore, coordination with DJKN is very important for the optimization of PPA, given its duties and functions can strengthen each other in order to recover assets resulting from criminal acts of corruption in Indonesia. With the related vessel theory, this coordination can be interconnected and improve performance in the SPP.

With its various shortcomings, the PPA continues to be a leader in asset recovery because all legal grounds support it. Especially with his authority as *dominus litis*, namely, controlling the entire case process. Based on HIR, an investigation is an inseparable part of the prosecution. This authority makes the Prosecutors as the coordinator of the investigation as well as being able to conduct their investigation. Thus, the Prosecutor’s Office occupies a position as a key figure in the entire process of administering criminal Law from the beginning to the end.\(^{32}\) Therefore, the position of PPA even with all its shortcomings as a leader becomes appropriate. However, it still must make various improvements and learn and coordinate with other parties to optimize its role.\(^ {33}\)

**Optimum Asset Recovery by PPA**

PPA Attorney still has a less than optimal performance in asset recovery and must continue to improve from all aspects including conducting a lot of coordination and cooperation with other parties who have the task and function intersections to recover maximum assets for the State.

Therefore, the PPA must also improve the system starting from strengthening regulations, mindset, practice, competency training and asset recovery specialists consisting of multidisciplinary expertise. The same was stated by Professor of the University of Indonesia (UI) Mardjono Reksodiputro that the PPA must have intelligence officers,


\(^{33}\) Interview with Paku Utama about the Asset Recovery Center (PPA), in Jalan Pinguin 6 ch3 Bintaro, January 26, 2019.
reliable researchers, hackers tax people, customs and others in one unit. This needs to resolve more complex asset recovery cases by demanding not only the perpetrator but also the defamed property.

In addition, it is also necessary to improve the recruitment pattern in the PPA of the Prosecutor’s Office that not only recruits law graduates but also from other disciplines according to organizational needs as well as to improve performance, one of which is by creating secure asset recovery data systems (Arssys). Furthermore, the position of the PPA should be increased from echelon 2 to echelon 1 and made a law derived from the Law of the Prosecutor’s Office so that it can run as an executor of asset recovery for all criminal acts in Indonesia, including corruption.34

Conclusion

The PPA is deemed to have the right urgency to be established by the Prosecutor’s Office to recover the assets of all criminal acts including corruption, with their duties and authority as dominus litis and part of the center of the criminal justice system. Therefore, the PPA is considered worthy of being the leader (center) of asset recovery. This is not only due to its wider duties and authority compared to other asset recovery units, but also due to its position as an executor whose role is to handle all cases, including corruption.

However, PPA has not officially coordinated with other asset recovery units. Although they have almost the same tasks, each of them has an independent performance, while the current coordination is only in the form of information exchange. This is one of the factors that PPA performance is not optimal. Besides, the PPA should also coordinate with the Directorate General of State Assets (DJKN) of the Ministry of Finance based on Article 1037 of the Minister of Finance Regulation number 184/pmk.01/2010 concerning the organization and work procedures of the finance ministry having the task of formulating and implementing technical policies and standardization in fields of state assets, state receivables and auctions.

To achieve this optimization, various steps need to be done. These steps include system improvement, strong coordination, recruitment of

---

34 Interview with Irene Putrie about the Asset Recovery Center (PPA), Attorney General's Office PPA Building, April 5 2019.
human resources from multidisciplinary knowledge, and improvement of foreign language skills for PPA staff as a whole. So, they do not only work from downstream, but to work from the beginning of the whole process in the asset recovery stage. This should be done so that the vision carried by PPA as an integrated asset recovery system can run as it should, and the results of asset recovery are optimal.
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